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SOLAR POWER TOWER 
Solar power towers generate electric power from sunlight by focusing concentrated solar radiation on a tower 

mounted heat exchanger (receiver). The system uses hundreds to thousands of sun-tracking mirrors called 
heliostats to reflect the incident sunlight onto the receiver. These plants are best suited for utility-scale 
applications in the 30 to 400 MW range. In a molten-salt solar power tower, liquid salt at 290ºC (554ºF) is 
pumped from a ‘cold’ storage tank through the receiver where it is heated to 565ºC (1,049ºF) and then on to a 
‘hot’ tank for storage. When power is needed from the plant, hot salt is pumped to a steam generating system 
that produces superheated steam for a conventional Rankine cycle turbine/generator system. From the steam 
generator, the salt is returned to the cold tank where it is stored and eventually reheated in the receiver. 
Determining the optimum storage size to meet power-dispatch requirements is an important part of the 
system design process. Storage tanks can be designed with sufficient capacity to power a turbine at full output 
for up to 13 hours. The heliostat field that surrounds the tower is laid out to optimize the annual performance 
of the plant. The field and the receiver are also sized depending on the 
needs of the utility. In a typical installation, solar energy collection occurs 
at a rate that exceeds the maximum required to provide steam to the 
turbine. With a solar multiple of approximately 2.7, a molten-salt power 
tower located in the California Mojave desert can be designed for an 
annual capacity factor of about 65%.Consequently, a power tower could 
potentially operate for 65% of the year without the need for a back-up fuel 
source. Without energy storage, solar technologies are limited to annual 
capacity factors near 25%. 
The dipatchability of electricity from a molten-salt power tower is which 
shows the load dispatching capability for a typical day in Southern 
California. The solar intensity, energy stored in the hot tank, and electric power output as functions of time of 
day. In this example, the solar plant begins collecting thermal energy soon after sunrise and stores it in the hot 
tank, accumulating energy in the tank throughout the day. In response to a peak-load demand on the grid, the 
turbine is brought on line at 1:00 PM and continues to generate power until 11 PM. Because of the storage, 
power output from the turbine generator remains constant through fluctuations in solar intensity and until all 
of the energy stored in the hot tank is depleted. Energy storage and dispatchability are very important for the 
success of solar power tower technology, and molten salt is believed to be the key to cost effective energy 
storage. Power towers must be large to be economical. Power tower plants are not modular and cannot be 
built in the smaller sizes of dish/Stirling or trough-electric plants and be economically competitive, but they do 
use a conventional power block and can easily dispatch power when storage is available. 
ANTARA DAS 
EE 3rd year 
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Electrical Power for Renewable Energy 
Engineering researchers at the University of Arkansas have invented a novel electrical power converter system that simultaneously accepts power from a variety of energy sources and converts it for use in electrical grid system. Doctoral student Joseph Carr developed the system with his advisor, Juan Balda, University Professor and head of the department of electrical engineering. Innovation in this field is critical as the United States moves toward integration of renewable energy resources to the national power grid.  The U.S Department of Energy persued and was granted a U.S patent for the technology and is now seeking licensing opportunities for potential commercialization. The research was sponsored by a Department of Energy grant. “It is very gratifying when doctoral students who invest many hours working on various research ideas are rewarded with a patent”, Balda said “At the same time, it is an indication of research work that several faculty members and their students are doing in the field of future energy system.” The availability and the use of renewable energy sources, such as solar, geothermal and wind, and their associated harvesting systems increase the need for new power converters that can efficiently convert diverse energy sources to work across modern electrical grid system. Current renewable energy conversion systems are bulky, inefficient and struggle to accept multiple inputs from diverse sources. The researchers’ high-frequency matrix converter addresses these shortcomings. Its simplified control system uses power converters to allow connection of a variety of power converters to allow connection of a variety of power sources to a small, high-frequency transformer. Then, using a high-frequency matrix converter, it produces stable electricity ready to be supplied to the electrical grid system. Carr received his doctorate from the university in 2011.He was a distinguished doctoral fellow from 2005 to 2009 and co-authored nine articles published in journals and presented at international conferences. He now works for ABB, a power company Raleigh, North Carolina.  

 This figure describes a high-frequency matrix converter invented by researchers at the University of Arkansas accepts power from a variety of renewable energy resources, including solar and converts it for use in the electrical grid system.  SAYANI NANDY 
EE 3rd year 
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Graphene Valley  
Though it doesn't exactly related to Electrical Engineering's core. One needs to know about Graphene, which is going to be a game changer. It is expected that in future "Silicon Valley" would renamed to "Graphene Valley".   Stronger Than Steel   Smartphones like the LG G Flex can heal themselves from minor scrapes and scratches, but graphene should take durability to the next level. The material is purportedly 100 times stronger than steel. According to the American Chemical Society, graphene achieves this strength because its carbon atoms are arranged in two-dimensional sheets.  

 Flexible Like Rubber 
 Researchers  at Columbia University told the The New York Timesthat graphene could  stretch by 20 percent. In other words, it's pliable just like rubber.  Samsung's Advanced Institute of Technology has been experimenting with  graphene transistors, which would allow for easy production of flexible  displays on both wearable devices and handsets. 

  Graphene is also resistant to water, so the material could potentially usher in a new generation of waterproof devices whose chassis may not need to be sealed like today's devices. 
  The Lightest, Thinnest Devices Ever   According to a study from the American Chemical Society, graphene is thin enough to stretch over 28 football fields. The material holds a ton of tech potential, as we could someday see paper-thin smartphones and tablets that you can fold up when not in use. 
   Incredible Battery Life 
 Graphene will likely influence not just how our devices look, but how long they last. Northwestern University researchers built a battery made of  graphene and silicon, which supposedly lasted over a week on a single  charge and only took 15 minutes to juice up. If graphene goes mainstream, you could possibly leave your smartphone charger home when travelling. SWADHIN SENGUPTA 
EE 4th year 
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Energy Conservation for Domestic & Industrial Purposes 
Energy conservation refers to reducing energy through using less of an energy service. 
Energy conservation differs from efficient energy use, which refers to using less energy for a 
constant service. 
Need for energy conservation:- 

 To reduce energy/fuel shortage. 
 To reduce peak demand shortage. 
 To save fuel, natural resources and money. 
 To reduce environmental pollution. 
 Only 1 % of natural resources available in India, while population is 16% of the world so provides Energy security. 

Methods of ENERGY CONSERVATION:- 
Energy Conservation In Lighting System: 
Good lighting is required to improve the quality of work, to reduce human’s / worker’s fatigue, to reduce accidents, to protect his eyes and nervous system. In industry it improves production, and quality of products / work. 
a) Optimum use of natural light: Whenever the orientation of a building permits, day lighting has to be used in combination with electric lighting. The maxim use of sunlight can be get by means of transparent roof sheets, north light roof, etc. 
b) Replacing incandescent lamps by Light  Emitting  Diode(L.E.D’s): LED's are highly suitable for places such as  Study rooms, Class rooms ,Living rooms, Hotel lounges, Bars, Restaurants, Pathways, Building entrances, Corridors, etc.  It emits high luminous flux but less energy consume. 
c) Replacement of conventional ballast by Electronic ballast: Installation of high frequency (28 –32Mhz) electronic ballast in place of conventional ballasts helps to reduce power consumption up to 35%. 
d) Installation of servo stabilizer for lighting feeder: Wherever, installation of separate transformer for lighting is not economically attractive and then servo stabilizer can be installed for the lighting feeders. 
 Energy Conservation in Motors:- 
Considering all Lab and Industries equipment's applications 60% of total electrical energy consumed by only electric motors driven equipment’s. 
a. By improving power factor: For improving power factor connect the capacitor bank, which will improve the power factor of the system from installation to generating station. Maximum improvement in overall system efficiency is achieved, which also reduces Max. Demand of the system and that will reflect in energy bill. ARNAB PAUL 
EE 3rd year 
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Using electrical signals to train the heart's muscle cells 

Electrically conditioned human cardiomyocytes. Striated ultrastructure containing troponin 
(stained in green) forms around cell nuclei (stained in blue.) 

Columbia Engineering researchers have shown, for the first time that electrical stimulation 
of human heart muscle cells (cardiomyocytes) engineered from human stem cells aids their 
development and function. The team used electrical signals, designed to mimic those in a 
developing heart, to regulate and synchronize the beating properties of nascent 
cardiomyocytes, the cells that support the beating function of the heart. The study, led by 
Gordana Vunjak-Novakovic, The Mikati Foundation Professor of Biomedical Engineering and 
a professor of medical sciences (in medicine), is published online January 19 in Nature 
Communications. 
We've made an exciting discovery," says Vunjak-Novakovic. "We applied electrical 
stimulation to mature these cells, regulate their contractile function, and improve their 
ability to connect with each other. In fact, we trained the cell to adopt the beating pattern 
of the heart, improved the organization of important cardiac proteins, and helped the cells 
to become more adult-like. This preconditioning is an important step to generating robust 
cells that are useful for a wide range of applications including the study of cardiomyocyte 
biology, drug testing, and stem cell therapy. And we think that our method could lead to the 
reduction of arrhythmia during cell-based heart regeneration.” 
SOURCE: Columbia University School of Engineering and Applied Science. 
SUVENDU MONDAL 
EE 4th year 
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" Yup, it’s the motor drive that makes systems in motion all around us" 
What makes them move? It is a motor drive. 
On the outset, it may be due to wheels as in the case of an automobile. What actually drives these 
movements, though, are motors. Additionally, many household appliances such refrigerators, air-
conditioners, ventilation fans, washers, driers and so many others all require electric motors. 
One can see that motors are part of our day-to-day life. The goal of this technical article is to discuss 
motor drives and their power electronics – the various components and requirements through 
applications that we use and encounter in household and industrial environments. 
An electric motor is a device that converts electrical energy to mechanical energy. It also can be 
viewed as a device that transfers energy from an electrical source to a mechanical load. The system 
in which the motor is located and makes it spin is called the drive, also referred to as the electric 
drive or motor drive. 
Typically, this is the speed of the motor, torque, and the position of the motor shaft.  Figure shows 
the block diagram of a motor drive. 
The functions of the power converter circuit in the motor drive are: 
Transfer electrical energy from a source that could be of a given voltage, current at a certain 
frequency and phase as the input 

To an electrical output of desired voltage, current, 
frequency and phase to the motor such that the 
required mechanical output of the motor is 
achieved to drive the load 
Controller regulates energy ow through feedback 
coming from the sensor block 
Signals measured by sensors from the motor are 
low-power, which are then sent to the controller 
Controller tells the converter what it needs to be 

doing. A closed-loop feedback system is the method of comparing what is actually happening to 
what the motor shouldbe outputting, then adjusting the output accordingly to maintain the target 
output.     
SHOUNAK MITRA 
EE 3rd year 
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What Do Electrical Engineers Do? 
The field of electrical engineering offers unique opportunities to make a real difference by 
being responsible for a wide range of technologies, from the global positioning system that 
can continuously provide the location of a vehicle to giant electric power generators. 
ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS SPECIALIZATIONS 

 Design, test, and oversee the development of electronic systems and the 
manufacture of electrical and electronic equipment and devices. 

 Develop and supervise the manufacture of electrical equipment and electrical 
systems for automobiles and aircraft including: Electric motors, Machinery controls, 
Lighting and wiring in buildings, radar and navigation systems, Communications 
systems, Power generation, control, and transmission devices used by electric 
utilities. 

 Work on applications of electricity in order to control systems or signal processing. 
 Design, develop, test, and supervise the manufacture of electronic equipment, such 

as broadcast and communications systems. 
 Work in areas closely related to computers; engineers whose work is related 

exclusively to computer hardware are considered computer hardware engineers.                                                 
FAMOUS ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS 

 Edith Clarke - contributed to transcontinental telephone communication by creating and 
patenting the Clarke Calculator, a graphical device that solved equations used to send power 
through electrical transmission lines 

 Elsie Eaves - the first woman to become a full member of the American Society of Civil 
Engineers 

 Nikola Tesla - Serbian American inventor, electrical engineer, mechanical engineer, physicist, 
and futurist best known for his contributions to the design of the modern alternating 
current, AC, electricity supply system 

 Guglielmo Marconi - Italian inventor and electrical engineer, known for his pioneering work 
on long-distance radio transmission and for his development of Marconi’s law 

 Michael Faraday - English scientist who contributed to the fields of electromagnetism and 
electrochemistry, including discoveries of electromagnetic induction, diamagnetism, and 
electrolysis 

 George Westinghouse, Jr. - American entrepreneur and engineer who invented the railway 
air brake and was a pioneer of the electrical industry 

 Ernst Werner von Siemens - German inventor and industrialist whose name has been 
adopted as the SI unit of electrical conductance 

 KINKAR MONDAL 
EE 2nd year 
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IMPORTANCE OF POWER FACTOR IMPROVEMENT IN MODERN POWER SYSTEM 
What is power factor? 
POWER FACTOR is the ratio between the useful (true) power (kW) to the total (apparent) power (kVA) consumed by an item of a.c. electrical equipment or a complete electrical installation. It is a measure of how efficiently electrical power is converted into useful work output. The ideal power factor is unity. When the power factor is less than one the ‘missing’ power is known as reactive power which unfortunately is necessary to provide a magnetising field required by motors and other inductive loads to perform their desired functions.A poor power factor is usually the result of a significant phase difference between the voltage and current at the load terminals, or it can be due to a high harmonic content or a distorted current waveform. Why improve power factor? Since most loads in modern electrical distribution systems are inductive, there is an ongoing interest in improving power factor. The low power factor of inductive loads robs a system of capacity and can adversely affect voltage level. As utilities increase penalties they charge customers for low power factor, system performance will not be the only consideration. These are the following benefits of improving power factor:- (a). Reduction of power consumption due to improved energy efficiency and hence environmental benefit. (b).Reduction of electricity bills. (c). Extra kVA available from the existing supply. (d). Reduction of I2R losses in transformers and distribution equipment. (e). Reduction of voltage drop in long cables. (f). Extended equipment life due to reduced electrical burden on cables and electrical components. How to improve power factor? Power factor correction is achieved by the addition of capacitors in parallel with the connected motor or lighting circuits and can be applied at the equipment, distribution board or at the origin of the installation. Static power factor correction must not be applied at the output of a variable speed drive, solid state soft starter or inverter as the capacitors can cause serious damage to the electronic components. Over-correction should not occur if the power factor correction is correctly sized. Typically the power factor correction for an individual motor is based on the non load (magnetizing) power since the reactive load of a motor is comparatively constant compared to actual kW load over compensation should be avoided. Care should be taken when applying power factor correction star/delta type control so that the capacitors are not subjected to rapid on-off-on conditions. Typically the correction would be placed on either the Main or Delta contactor circuits. Power factor correction applied at the origin of the installation consists of a controller monitoring the VAR and this controller switches capacitors in or out to maintain the power factor better than a preset limit (typically 0.95).Now-a-days, power factor is controlled dynamically using ‘synchronous-condenser’ which is a synchronous motor operating with leading power factor. In future there is various possibilities of development of power factor improvement techniques and making our modern power system more efficient.  GANESH TIWARY 
FACULTY,EE DEPT 


